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1. Introduction

Galaxy formation and evolution may be thought of as a convolution of dynamics and

star formation. Stars that form and evolve produce and eject metals via stellar mass loss

and supernova explosions, while dynamical process determine where those metals ultimately

reside. Therefore, the amount of metals in a galaxy, the elemental abundance pattern, and

their location (not only their position; but, whether embedded in stellar, interstellar, or

intergalactic components) are deeply connected to the galaxy formation process. Chemical

evolution modeling is a means of quantifying this connection, and may be used to interpret

abundances at z = 0 in the context of the star formation history (SFH), initial mass function

(IMF), and the respective roles of Type Ia (SNIa) and Type II (SNII) supernovae in providing

feedback and metal enrichment.

Mass shed by post main-sequence stars may be incorporated into future generations of

stars or expelled in a galactic wind, or reside in an ISM that is dominated by a ∼ 1 keV

hot phase in massive ellipticals. ISM abundances reflect those of the stars where the gas

originated, with an enhancement (mostly of Fe) from direct enrichment by SNIa. X-ray

spectroscopy of the hot interstellar medium (ISM) plays a fundamental diagnostic role, since

it uniquely provides a direct measurement of the abundance pattern over a broad range

of elements (that may include C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Fe, and Ni) – thus mitigating the

degeneracies and limitations inherent in optical studies. Because the various mechanisms

for synthesizing metals and transporting mass are characterized by diverse timescales, the

abundances ought to be carefully interpreted within a chemical evolutionary context.
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2. Chemical Evolution Basics

Chemical evolution models simulate the coupled development of gas and stars by solving

a system of differential conservation equations – with appropriate source terms – for the total

mass in stars and ISM, and mass fractions in various elements in each phase. Stars form out of

the ISM, and return mass and metals through stellar mass loss and supernovae explosions.

Gas is lost from the galaxy in proportion to the injection rate of supernova energy. The

evolving metallicity and abundance pattern of ISM and stars is determined by the efficiency

of massive star and SNIa progenitor formation, and how matter is exchanged between stars,

ISM, and intergalactic space. Among the notable features of our model are the relaxation of

the instantaneous recycling approximation; the use of the latest nucleosynthetic yields for low

and intermediate mass stars, SNIa, and SNII; and the inclusion of both prompt and delayed

SNIa. In addition “bias factors” are included to allow metal-rich ISM to preferentially form

stars or escape in galactic outflows.

3. Recent Observational Results

Recent analysis of X-ray spectra from XMM-Newton, Chandra, and Suzaku (Xu et al.

2002; Humphrey and Buote 2006; Matsushita et al. 2007) reveal that (1) the stellar and

ISM Fe abundances are comparable, but the latter display more scatter; and, (2) the α/Fe

elemental ratio is lower in the gas than in the stars, and spans a wider range, with [O/Fe]

lower than [Mg/Fe] and [Si/Fe].

The XMM-Newton RGS has about an order of magnitude better spectral resolution

than the CCDs used in most previous studies. The resulting direct measurement of emission

line fluxes improves the precision and accuracy (optical depth and multi-temperature effects

may be detected and corrected for) of abundance determinations, and extends the range

of accessible elements – in particular to C and N. The different channels by which these

two elements are synthesized makes them unique diagnostics of the IMF and SFH. We have

analyzed NGC 4472, and initiated a program of analysis of RGS spectra extracted from

archival and new data. Thus far, the RGS analysis has generally confirmed previous results,

whilst reducing the uncertainties and adding N abundance determinations into the mix.

4. Comparing Models and Data

The ISM and stellar abundance patterns, the ISM Fe abundance, and the ISM α-element

to Fe ratio – where the latter two are calculated relative to those in the stars – are robust
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observational diagnostics of chemical evolution models. We constructed baseline models with

star formation histories inferred from the stellar populations of well-studied elliptical galaxies,

standard IMF and supernova (SNII, prompt SNIa, and delayed SNIa) frequencies and yields,

and no biases. These models badly overpredict the ISM Fe abundance. Models are deemed

feasible if they fall in the region of the Fe(gas)/Fe(stars)-[α/Fe](gas)/[α/Fe](stars) plane

corresponding to those measured in galaxies. Outflow and star formation biases are optimized

in this sense for various assumptions about the SNIa delay-time distribution function, yield

set (deflagration or delayed-detonation), and progenitor formation efficiency – as well as the

IMF (Figure 1a). Further evaluation through comparison with observed abundance patterns

reveals a subset of these successful models that have a standard IMF. However, models that

best reproduce the ISM abundances of N, O, and Ne remain somewhat disjoint from those

that best match Si in the ISM and the stellar α/Fe ratio (Figure 1bc). Additional modeling

is ongoing, and the comparison dataset expanded.

5. Concluding Remarks

The composition of the hot ISM derived from X-ray spectroscopy complements optical

data and theoretical models in deducing how elliptical galaxies – and the stellar populations

that compose them – form and evolve. We interpret these data in the context of new chemical

evolution models. Models with a star formation history consisting of continuous and burst

components, prompt and delayed SNIa, and standard IMF can reproduce the stars/gas

abundance asymmetries and many of the X-ray abundance anomalies if star formation and

outflow biases are introduced. We are continuing to analyze (or re-analyze) archival XMM-

Newton RGS spectra, and new RGS and Suzaku data, while exploring a fuller range of

models, and look forward to future observations with microcalorimeters ideal for obtaining

high resolution spectra of extended X-ray sources.
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Fig. 1.— Upper Left: (a) Comparison of standard model sequences with varying outflow

and star formation biases for deflagration (squares) and delayed-detonation (triangles) SNIa.

The ‘X’ represents the mean from Chandra spectral analysis by Humphrey and Buote (2006),

the open circles RGS results for NGC 4636 (Xu et al. 2002) and NGC 4472 (our analysis), and

the closed circles Suzaku results from Matsushita et al. (2007), Tawara et al . (submitted to

PASJ), and Tozuka et al. (private communication). Upper Right: (b) Comparison of mean

Suzkau abundance pattern (errorbars) with three of the models from Figure 1a, as indicated

by the symbols. Lower Middle: (c) Comparison of observed NGC 4472 abundance pattern

(errorbars – our RGS analysis, six-pointed star from Humphrey and Buote 2006) with three

of the models as in Figure 1b.


